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LINPACK is a package of programs for the solution of linear systems and 
related problems, such as least squares. LINPACK was developed over a period 
of three years, 1976- 1979, by the authors of the LINPACK User's Guide. It 
was intended to provide “a yardstick against which future mathematical 
software projects can be measured,” and a library of subroutines for people to 
use. 
In a recent informal survey of the use of linear algebra at government and 
industrial installations [ 11, LINPACK was frequently mentioned. The package is 
being widely adopted, and its use will probably become even more widespread. 
The linear algebraist who wishes to interact with people in these settings will 
probably need to know what LINPACK does and does not do and how it does 
it. The package is also of interest in that it represents, at least for some 
problems, the state of the art. 
LINPACK is concerned with solving the linear system Ax=h in both the 
usual and the least squares sense. If needed, it can produce determinants, 
inverses, and singular valne decompositions. Noticeably absent are eigenvalue 
or eigenvector routines. For most problems, the procedure is twofold. First a 
factorization is performed, usually the Cholesky or QR. Then the appropriate 
quantity is computed using the factorization. The programs can be run in 
single or double precision using real or complex arithmetic. Special versions 
exist for band matrices, positive definite band matrices, symmetric indefinite 
matrices, triangular matrices, and tridiagonal matrices. 
Most programs have some estimate of the condition number (sensitivity to 
error) computed. 
Because of the sophistication of the procedures used and the computation 
of condition numbers, LINPACK is not the best possible package for small 
systems (of order less than 10). However, the time involved for these systems 
is minimal unless they have to be solved many times. 
More significantly, there is no provision for handling the large sparse 
matrices (on the order of 104 to 10’) that occur in many applications. Also, 
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there are no (explicit) iterative methods. LINPACK, then, is designed primarily 
for matrices of order up to a few hundred (higher for tridiagonal). 
The LINPACK User's Guide, of course, explains how to use LINPACK and 
what it does. However, it does much more than that. For every program, for 
example the one for symmetric indefinite matrices, there is also an overview, 
programming and algorithmic details, and a section on performance. Some- 
times there are notes and references to alternative approaches and historical 
information. Topics covered include: the basic definitions and facts about 
Cholesky decompositions, Householder transformations, Givens rotations, sin- 
gular value decompositions, QR factorizations, scalings, the normal equations, 
updating, and all the other mathematical concepts involved in the algorithms. 
The mathematics behind each algorithm is given. The questions of error and 
error estimates are discussed. The reader who had some background in linear 
algebra and matrix theory and who reads these sections can get a good idea of 
modem numerical analysis of moderate sized systems. 
The book is not; however, designed for this purpose. The chapters all 
depend only on the first chapter. This makes using a particular subroutine 
easier to understand but leads to a great deal of repetition. The presentation, 
while well written, is sparse. The authors intended the guide to be of use in 
the classroom. If the LINPACK User's Guide were the text for a numerical 
linear algebra course, it would be necessary for the instructors to flesh out the 
presentation considerably. The topics covered, however, provide a nice 
outline and summary for such a course. 
Extensive testing of LINPACK was done. The test data and the listings of 
programs are also in the LINPACK User’s Guide. They occupy the entire last 
half of the book and portions of the first half. 
In summary, persons interested in working with moderate sized systems 
and wanting to find out if LINPACK could help them, can find out in the 
LINPACK User's Guide. Also, a reading of the expository sections provides a 
nice, but occasionally repetitious, survey of factorization methods and their 
applications to the numerical solution of linear systems. 
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